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Kristine Nikoghosyan is a Senior Associate Attorney in the Encino office. She
emphasizes client communication and aggressive litigation with the goal of
obtaining the most favorable outcomes for clients and resolving cases in the most
cost-effective manner.

Kristine was admitted to the State Bar of California in 2010. Since 2011, her practice
has focused exclusively on workers’ compensation defense. Throughout this time,
she has dedicated her practice exclusively to workers’ compensation defense,
honing her expertise in this specialized area. Notably, Kristine has achieved
remarkable success in her career, gaining successful cross-examinations of doctors,
fraud convictions, and more. Her favorite aspect of her role is interacting with
people.

Kristine grew up in Armenia and moved to the United States at the age of 18.
Having lived in the winters and snowy landscapes of Armenia, she has developed a
deep appreciation for the warmth and sunshine that California offers. If there were
a theme song that encapsulates Kristine’s outlook on life, it would be Don’t Worry,
Be Happy by Bob Marley.

In three words, Kristine can best be described as passionate, loyal, and humorous.
In her free time, she enjoys cooking, baking, and gardening. An ideal weekend for
Kristine involves creating cherished memories with her children at Legoland or
indulging in a serene getaway to Cambria.

While Kristine has traveled to numerous destinations, her heart holds a special
place for Italy. Having visited the country multiple times, she remains captivated by
its rich history, vibrant culture, and magnificent art. Fun fact: Kristine traveled
through seven countries in Europe in 11 days.

EDUCATION

University of California, Los Angeles School of Law – Juris Doctor with•
specialization in Business Law and Policy

University of California, Los Angeles – B.A. Economics with a minor in Political•
Science

Specialties: Defense of
workers’ compensation claims
on behalf of employers,
insurers and third-party
administrators.
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WCAB VENUES COVERED:
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ADMISSIONS

State Bar of California•
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